Prodigies Music - Level 1

Level 1A - Primer series features fun and easy videos for all ages (0–2+). The core curriculum begins in Chapter 1 and contains 32 Weeks of beginner lesson plans spanning 160+ videos. Perfect for ages 3–6 or any beginners looking for a colorful and fun entry into music.

- Stay Tuned

Prodigies Music - Level 2

Level 2 - Chapter 1 & 2 - 24 weeks of intermediate curriculum that takes the concepts taught in Level 1 to the realm of elementary music theory. In Level 2, students transition to black and white sheet music, engage with challenging rhythms and apply the concepts they’ve learned to analyze and compose music.
With 1000+ pages of workbook activities, lesson plans, sheet music and music related activities, there’s no shortage of supplemental materials to support and enhance your experience with Prodigies. You’ll find arrangements in both Fixed and Movable Do.

**Curriculum Lesson Plans, Sheet Music & More**

**Easy**
- Silent Night • Jingle Bells • Dreidel
- Ode to Joy • Twinkle Christmas Star
- Saw Three Ships • Up on the Housetop
- Wahawi • Morning Mood (Easy)

**Intermediate**
- Away in a Manger • Go Tell it on the Mt.
- Deck the Halls • Joy to the World
- Little Drummer Boy • First Noel
- Angels We Have Heard on High
- Gobble Gobble • Little Bunny Foo Foo
- Christ the Lord Has Risen Today
- Simple Gifts
- Shabbat Shalom • Greensleeves
- March from the Nutcracker
- We Wish You a Merry Christmas
- Für Elise • Hanukkah Oh Hanukkah
- Morning Mood

...and more Holiday songs added every year!

**Themed Playlists**

A growing library of 20+ song studies focused on Holiday songs celebrating Christmas, Hanukkah, Easter & more!

- **Silent Night**
- **Jingle Bells**
- **Dreidel**
- **Ode to Joy**
- **Twinkle Christmas Star**
- **Saw Three Ships**
- **Up on the Housetop**
- **Wahawi**
- **Morning Mood (Easy)**
- **Ode to Joy**
- **Twinkle Christmas Star**
- **Saw Three Ships**
- **Up on the Housetop**
- **Wahawi**
- **Morning Mood (Easy)**
- **Shabbat Shalom**
- **Greensleeves**
- **March from the Nutcracker**
- **We Wish You a Merry Christmas**
- **Für Elise**
- **Hanukkah Oh Hanukkah**
- **Morning Mood**

**Curriculum Lesson Plans, Sheet Music & More**

With 1000+ pages of workbook activities, lesson plans, sheet music and music related activities, there’s no shortage of supplemental materials to support and enhance your experience with Prodigies. You’ll find arrangements in both Fixed and Movable Do.

**Curriculum Lesson Plans, Sheet Music & More**

**Easy**
- Basic Techniques
- Learn G A B
- G A B Melodies

**Intermediate**
- Breath Technique #1
- 2 Handed Note E
- E G A Melodies
- High C & D
- G - D 5 Note Scale
- G B D Arpeggios
- G - D Melodies
- Low C & D
- Low C D E Melodies
- Transposing
- E G A Improv
- Learn F & F#
- C - G 5 Note Scale
- F G A Melodies
- Fun w/ Baby Shark
- E G A Improv #2
- Learn C#
- A-D 4 Note Scale
- D Major Scale
- + more coming soon

**Recorder Prodigies**

Six chapters of recorder lessons and performance tracks that go from G-A-B Squire to a full on Recorder Wizard.
A colorul introduction to Hawaii’s favorite string instrument. Perfect for elementary students and adults getting started on Ukulele.

**Keiki**
- Ukulele primer for kids ages 3-6
- Fun strumming songs and games
- 1 Note Songs & Chords
- Learn about this instrument family and all the different sizes

**Aloha**
- 25 Videos covering beginner triads & techniques for all ages
- Learn C, F, G, Am, Dm, Em and other accessible chords
- Simple melodies, scales, ukulele tab & standard notation
- Understand proper posture and tuning

**E Komo Mai**
- Barre chords, movable shapes and more scales
- 3 and 4 note chord construction
- Strum chords and improve fretting technique with classic melodies with more notes and more difficult rhythms

**Stay Tuned**
- Stay Tuned
- Stay Tuned
- Stay Tuned
- Stay Tuned

**Auntie**
- Understanding chord inversions, Roman Numeral notation, scales & modes
- 3 and 4 note chords with more difficult grips
- More intricate melodies & tips to make your playing more musical

**Uncle**
- Exercises to improve speed, dexterity and accuracy
- Comping
- Song form, intros, outros and soloing
- Chord and melody arrangements of classic melodies

**Kanikapila**
- Faster chord changes
- Hawaiian music (Hapa Haole songs)
- How to lead a bonfire performance with confidence
- Difficult scales & techniques
- Explore music theory topics from previous Prodigies chapters on a polyphonic instrument

---

**In Production Now**

**Ages 3+**

**PIANO PRODIGIES**

A NEW preschool piano program that moves in parallel to Prodigies Music - Level 1 to approach the same concepts, songs and similar techniques, but on the world’s most popular instrument the piano.

**One-Note Studies**
- This introduction to each note on the piano connects what students have learned on the bells to the piano
- Week long exploration of each note & beginner concepts
- Play listening games and guided practice
- Makes beginner piano easy & fun

**Stay Tuned...**
- Think critically on a new instrument
- Play with expression, differentiate between high & low, short & long and learn different notes, through listening games and guided practice
- Greater emphasis on scales & exercises across all keys and fine motor skills associated with piano
- Play classic melodies with lots of colorful visuals that include graphic and iconic notation

---

**Lifetime Membership Bonuses**

Our Lifetime Membership offer contains some extra bonuses including a training call and a Lifetime Resources section that includes MP3 versions of all the songs and videos as well as a selection of MP4 video downloads to use in recitals and offline situations. Plus, with Lifetime, you don’t have to worry about subscription payments or yearly renewals, and you help support the growth and development of the curriculum.

---

**Frequently Asked Questions**

**Do I need an instrument/the Deskbells to use Prodigies?** No, there are hundreds of rhythm and solfege lessons that don’t use an instrument and you can follow our bell lessons by singing, hand-signing or playing on any color coded instrument (piano, bells, xylo, Boomwhackers, our free Prodigies Bells app, etc).

**What will my kids learn?** There are many cognitive, social and emotional benefits to an early music education. Beyond that, young children are more prone to developing absolute pitch than other children and you’ll quickly see your kids develop confidence around their newfound musical skills. Within Prodigies, they’ll learn to sing with colors, numbers, letters, and solfege using familiar and fun songs. They’ll discover how to keep a steady beat, play a variety of rhythms, and how to play their first instrument. Finally, they’ll learn to sing with confidence, they’ll practice the ever important skill of listening and they’ll even do beginner composition and improvisation activities to help express themselves.

**Who makes Prodigies?** Prodigies is made with love by Mr. Rob, Ms. Sam and a small team of musicians, teachers & parents at Young Music LLC. If you like these series and want more, help us spread the word about Prodigies, and we’ll keep creating lovable effective music lessons for your kiddos. #HappyMusicing
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